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Preface

Problems in the field of Jewish history are, for the most part, different from corresponding problems in the field of Islamic history, because scholars of Jewish history – like those in the field of Jewish studies in general – are required to ask how Jewish history (or literature, or philosophy, and so forth) interacts with that of the broader world in which Jews have found themselves. Thus, preparation to pursue research in Jewish studies has by definition included the study of a wider field of which Jewish studies is a part – and so, for instance, a student of American Jewish literature must master American literature as well as Jewish literature in America. Much ink is shed determining precisely how Jew-ish that Jewish literature is as opposed to how American it is.

The practice of studying both “majority” and “minority” cultures does not always carry over to the wider fields in which students of Jewish studies find themselves. Scholars of medieval Jewish history study European or Islamic history as a matter of course, but medieval European or Islamic historians do not necessarily devote significant effort to studying Jewish history in their respective orbits.

In this book, I revisit a long-held narrative of medieval Jewish history concerning Jewish urbanization and migration not only to shed some light on the dynamics of the Jewish community of the medieval Islamic world, but also with an eye towards thinking about the Islamic world itself. This narrative has two parts: first, that under early Islamic regimes, Jews set aside the agricultural pursuits with which they had been engaged during the talmudic period and urbanized en masse (a process that picked up speed with ʿAbbasid founding of Baghdādi n 762); second, amidst the favorable conditions for long-distance trade created by Islamic conquest.
of the southern and eastern Mediterranean littoral, those erstwhile agrarian and newly urbanized Jews migrated to the West as part of a “commercial revolution.” These migrants would come to dominate Jewish life in the cities of the Islamic Mediterranean. This narrative was particularly useful for explaining a perceived numerical decline of Jewish life in the East and its corresponding rise in the West.

I present an alternative to this narrative: continued Jewish involvement in agriculture; atrophy of the Babylonian Jewish population as some Jews sought to raise their stature in early Islamic society through conversion and others suffered from declining agricultural, political, and social conditions in Iraq; migration of a small core of elites to the West; and expansion of Jewish life in North Africa as local conditions improved under Islamic rule from their nadir under Byzantine regimes.

Re-examining evidence for this widely held narrative of Jewish history encourages us to think about the Islamic world as a whole: How did the founding of garrison cities such as Baghdād affect the environs outlying those cities? What was the Islamic “commercial revolution” and when did it take place? Did economic opportunity have the power to motivate migration across long distances in the medieval Islamic world? My interventions in these questions and the others I engage throughout this book use data from sources that speak about medieval Jews, but my conclusions speak to the world as a whole which they inhabited. I hope, therefore, that historians of the medieval Islamic world will see these “Jewish” sources as nonetheless “Islamic” (or, more properly, “Islamicate”) – or at least of importance for understanding the medieval Islamic world. Among the chapters, this is perhaps clearest in Chapter 6, in which I trace the development of Jewish and Islamic commercial law from the rise of Islam to the high Middle Ages: the expansion of Jewish commercial law from the middle of the eleventh century points to changes in the marketplace of the Islamic world as a whole which would be invisible to someone studying Islamic law alone. My historiographic intervention, then, goes beyond what many of my colleagues using the documents of the Cairo Geniza have done – showing the importance of detail from the Geniza documents for understanding the medieval Islamicate world – to point to other materials that originated in Jewish hands that can also be used to shed light on Islamic history. It is with this in mind that I hope that this book is not only of interest to Jewish historians working on both sides of the Mediterranean thinking about the rise of the medieval Jewish community, but also Islamic historians who might come to see Jewish materials as a core rather than a marginal source for the study of Islamic history.
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